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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Sitting beside her mother s deathbed,
twenty-year-old Selene Mannon learns that the woman she s about to lose isn t her biological
parent. Grieving and confused, Selene sets out to discover the identity of her real mother. Little
does she know, the question isn t as simple as it seems. Curiously missing medical files kick off a
mystery layered in deceit. Selene soon crosses paths with pediatrician Deandra Robbins, who is
seeking the same files -- which may hold the key to diagnosing three of her young patients puzzling
symptoms. Aided by private investigator Max Field, they work together to unearth a past that
others are determined to keep buried at all costs. But just when Selene believes she s finally gotten
to the bottom of things, the biggest shock still awaits. While all this is happening, a mysterious
born-again nurse, Merle Addison, is blackmailing a doctor she once worked for to ultimately fund a
deadly plot that will intersect with Selene. Can Selene forgive the mother who raised and deceived
her? Will she ever find her real...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I could comprehended every thing out of this composed e pdf. I am just very happy to tell you that this is
the greatest pdf i have study inside my individual existence and could be he finest publication for at any time.
-- Miss Laurie Waters IV-- Miss Laurie Waters IV

Most of these publication is the greatest publication o ered. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading period of time. You can expect to like just how the
article writer create this publication.
-- Eddie Schuppe-- Eddie Schuppe
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